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Abstract— Nowadays, web services are widely used because of its features such as loosely couple, interoperable, reusable and so on. The Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) file is used to provide various functional and non-functional descriptions of a web service. The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used to transfer messages between various web services in a distributed manner. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a concept of building applications by assembling web services that are components of business functionalities. In SOA, this assembly of services is referred as a composite service. SOA is a convenient way for satisfying functional requirements, but it is more difficult to satisfy the non-functional requirements such as security. In composite web service, the workflow among component web services is framed using BPEL, which has to be defined in the extended WSDL document. The extended WSDL document has critical information such as definitions for service invocations, messages, bindings and workflow. Hence this extended WSDL document has to be secured from hackers for proper functioning of an enterprise application. Existing works focus on security for composite web service at the SOAP message level. In this paper, a novel way of securing composite web service is done by securely publishing the extended WSDL using Trusted Third Party (TTP). Two types of attacks are possible with respect to any WSDL document. They are scanning and parameter tampering which are threats to confidentiality and integrity respectively. Hence they can be overcome by using encryption and hash algorithms. The experiment results show that securely publishing an extended WSDL leads to an optimally secured composite web service in any enterprise application.

Index Terms— Web services, Composition of services, extended WSDL protection, WSDL security

I. INTRODUCTION

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a concept of building applications by assembling web services that are components of business functionalities. The web service provider publishes its WSDL in the UDDI registry. The service requester discovers apt WSDL based on its requirement by searching the UDDI registry [1]. Hence the UDDI registry is made publicly accessible. The published extended WSDL for composite web service contains critical information such as workflow among web services, message exchange patterns, service port bindings, input messages, output messages, fault messages, XML schema for message parts [2]. This scenario makes the WSDL document prone to more security attacks. Some security attacks on WSDL are scanning and parameter tampering. Scanning is a threat to confidentiality whereas tampering is to integrity [3].

Hence encryption and hashing algorithms can be used to overcome these security attacks. In symmetric, the key used for encrypt and decrypt processes are the same whereas it is different for asymmetric. In this paper, we have used an asymmetric encryption algorithm RSA. It uses public key cryptography. Public key cryptography is used because it uses a matched pair of keys, one for the encryption and the other for decryption. In encryption process, the sender encrypts using the receiver’s public key that can be shared widely. The recipient decrypts using private key that known only to them. This helps to take over the difficulty of establishing confidential communication for key exchange. Secure Hashing is a common method for ensuring message integrity. It ensures that the received message has not been tampered and that message is the exact copy of original form.

In this paper, we used a novel technique by introducing Trusted Third Party (TTP) for providing key pair generation, encryption and hashing functionalities. This TTP securely publishes the extended WSDL in the public UDDI registry. The extended WSDL of composite web service is sent from the provider to the TTP. The TTP uses DOM parser for fetching the values of critical element tags and attributes in the extended WSDL document. These fetched values are encrypted using public key of the privileged service requester. The extended WSDL document is rebuilt by replacing the critical values with encrypted values. This critical value encrypted (CVE) extended WSDL is provided as input to the secure hash algorithm (SHA). SHA generates 160 bits length message digest value as output. The CVE extended WSDL is published along with message digest value in the UDDI registry.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the existing works in the composition of web services and its security. Section 3 provides the hierarchical composition of web services for which the extended WSDL needs to be secured. Section 4 explains the novel work in securing the extended WSDL for composite web service. Finally, this paper concludes with Section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

Many research works are done in the area of composition of web services. But securing composite web service is a leading demand from enterprise systems. In the paper [1] security is provided using aspects. Static approach of policy framing for security is given in [2]. Paper [3] implements SOAP level security mechanism for protecting WSDL document which is not suitable for composite web service. Security Match Maker [4] is provided by matching security requirements of service provider and requester in SOA. In [5] constraint solver is used to resolve various constraints on
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messages and parameters by preserving semantics for automatic generation of composition of services as message sequence chart.

In paper [6] Key building blocks for framework are semantic model for specifying security objectives and properties at the system and service levels, and the negotiation and re-negotiation techniques for service composition and evolution. In [7] three-phase composition protocol integrating information flow control is done with transformation factor to model the computation effect of intermediate services. Definition for process-independent policy composition rules along with provision of method for semi-automatically creating a security policy of the composite service is done in [8]. A method for modeling security constraints and a brokered architecture to build composite Web services according to the specified security constraint is proposed in [9]. A logic based approach used for specifying authorization policies and detecting conflicts resulting from the combination of various kinds of authorization and constraint policies used in Web services environments is provided in [10].

An access control model via a declarative policy specification language which uses pure-past linear temporal logic (PPLTL) is proposed in [11]. In [12] EXPTIME completeness of service composition, allows us to say that checking simulation from a single deterministic transition system to the asynchronous product of to n deterministic transition systems is an EXPTIME-complete problem.

III. HIERARCHICAL COMPOSITION OF WEB SERVICES

Service oriented architecture gives the provision of business logic as independent services. Consider an example health system with just one medical testing laboratory that serves two hospitals H1 and H2, each with two specialized clinics, C1 and C2, C3 and C4 respectively.

Figure 1: Workflow for an example health system

The medical testing laboratory reads the patient’s UHID (Unique Health Identifier), identifies the corresponding hospital and sends the patient test results to it. Hospital checks the category of medical test performed and forwards the test result to corresponding specialized clinic. The doctor who prescribed the medical test is provided with the patient test result for further medical diagnosis. Composite web service is a web service that is composed from sub-services. For the above mentioned example, the workflow of the health system is shown in Figure 1, where $S$ denotes a parameter. This workflow is parameterized over all the operations of every web service involved.

Figure 2: Hierarchical composition

Let WS1, WS2, WS3, WS4, WS5, WS6 and WS7 are web services. Here WS1, WS2, WS3 and WS4 are atomic web services with respect to WS5 and WS6 composite web services. WS5 and WS6 are atomic web services with respect to WS7 composite web service. We defined it hierarchically, composed web services to give composite web service, which in turn can be composed into even bigger composite services. This is illustrated by Figure 2.

From the figure 2, it is obvious that web services WS1 and WS2 are composed by a composition operator (Comp) to get a composite web service WS5. WS1 and WS2 have their interfaces described in the standard WSDL file, whereas WS5 has an interface that cannot be described in standard WSDL, because WS5 contains workflow embodied in the composition operator (Comp). So in order to define WS5 as a web service, we need to extend standard WSDL in order to incorporate workflow descriptions. Then we need to devise a method to generate its interface in the extended WSDL from the standard WSDL interfaces of WS1 and WS2.

We define a new extensible element for WSDL documents, called workflow. It contains child elements which describe details of workflow structure. The extended WSDL document for a composite web service consists of standard elements such as types, messages, portType, binding and services, together with the additional workflow element, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: extended WSDL structure - composite web service

Extensible tags under workflow tag (highlighted in Figure 3) describe workflow structure. Connector behavior in composition is defined by their implementation on the concerned web server. Each connector tag has child tags specifying the services and their corresponding operations. Pipe and selector are two possible connections in workflow. If a connector provides sequential invocation, then the child tags
describe the sequence of services involved. If a connector provides a branching structure, then the child tags specify the branching condition and the corresponding services.

```xml
<workflow>
  <pipe> <set name="Testing Lab"> <operation name="processUHID"> ... <operation> </set>
  <choice>
    <case condition="1"> <set name="[1]"> <operation name="cash bill"> ... <operation> </set>
    <case condition="2"> <set name="[2]"> <operation name="test report"> ... <operation> </set>
    </case>
  </choice>
</pipe>
<case>
  <case condition="1"> <set name="[1]"> <operation name="cash bill"> ... <operation> </set>
  <case condition="2"> <set name="[2]"> <operation name="test report"> ... <operation> </set>
  </case>
</case>
</case>
<case>
  <case condition="[1]"> <set name="[1]"> <operation name="getHospitalName"> ... <operation> </set>
  <case condition="[2]"> <set name="[2]"> <operation name="getHospitalName"> ... <operation> </set>
  </case>
</case>
</case>

Figure 4: Pipe and choice connections in extended WSDL

The definition of types and output messages in extended WSDL document for composite service having selector as top-level connector will be same as those for pipe connector. But invoke operation of selector has different signature (condition included) shown in Figure 6, affects input message and portType definitions.

A composite web service has all its operations available from the web services involved for the composition process. Figure 7 shows the composite service binding in the extended WSDL.

Figure 5: (i) Types definition (ii) Message definition (iii) PortTypes definition

Figure 6: Selector in extended WSDL

Figure 7: Composite service binding in extended WSDL
IV. SECURING THE EXTENDED WSDL

The extended WSDL is securely published in the public UDDI registry by the Trusted Third Party (TTP). TTP provides key pair generation, encryption and hashing functionalities. The extended WSDL of composite web service is sent from the web service provider to the TTP. The TTP uses DOM parser for fetching the values of critical element tags and attributes in the extended WSDL document such as PortTypes, messages, bindings, workflow, pipe, case, etc.

Existing works consider encryption at element tag but not attribute values. Attribute value also contains critical value that has to be encrypted for secured composite web service. Hence the values fetched from the DOM parser are encrypted using public key of the privileged service requester. The extended WSDL document is rebuilt by replacing the critical values with encrypted values. This critical value encrypted (CVE) extended WSDL is provided as input to the secure hash algorithm (SHA). SHA generates 160 bits length message digest value as output. The CVE extended WSDL is published along with message digest value in the UDDI registry.

The privileged service requester has got the key pair from TTP during key generation process. The public key is used by TTP for encryption. Hence the privileged service requester can alone decrypt the CVE extended WSDL published in the UDDI registry. Thus it overcomes the scanning attack.

The CVE extended WSDL can be digested using SHA provided by TTP. This helps the privileged user to check integrity of CVE extended WSDL document provided in the registry. Thus it ensures integrity by overcoming parameter tampering attack.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Security of SOAP messages is dealt for Composite web service security in the previous works. The WS-Security standard provides the protection for SOAP messages. In this paper, a novel way of securing composite web service is done by protecting the extended WSDL with the aid of trusted third party.

The extended WSDL document contains explicit instructions on how to communicate with component web services, which can cause serious security breach if those web services are compromised in the composite web service. This document has critical information such as PortTypes,
messages, bindings, workflow, pipe, case, etc. Hence securing the extended WSDL is very important.

A composition of web services is done by composing atomic web services in hierarchical manner. An extended WSDL is generated for the composite web service. The extended WSDL is securely published in the public UDDI registry by the Trusted Third Party (TTP). TTP provides key pair generation, encryption and hashing functionalities. The TTP uses DOM parser for fetching the critical values from the extended WSDL document. It uses public key of the privileged service requester for encrypting the fetched critical values (elements/attributes).

The extended WSDL document is rebuilt by replacing the critical values with encrypted values. This critical value encrypted (CVE) extended WSDL is provided as input to the secure hash algorithm (SHA). SHA generates 160 bits length message digest value as output. The CVE extended WSDL is published along with message digest value in the UDDI registry.

Thus our approach is novel since attribute as well as element tag values are considered for encryption in extended WSDL for composite web service security. Functional requirements are fully satisfied by hierarchical composition of atomic web services. Non-functional requirement such as security can be satisfied by protecting extended WSDL against various attacks such as scanning and parameter tampering.
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